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Abstract—Evaluating positioning systems has become a matter of heated debate during the last years. There is no clear standard on how these technologies should be evaluated, and no predominant solution for defining the ground truth in order to compare the position estimates. In this paper, we propose a simple and inexpensive solution for tackling both of these problems in real life use cases. With the proposed methodology, it is possible to measure both static and moving targets, by creating a predefined path with checkpoints. Then, a tester, walking over them, while moving or standing still, indicates when the device was over the aforementioned checkpoints. It is also specified how to evaluate the estimates by comparing them with interpolated points of the ground truth trajectory. Two methods are proposed for performing such interpolation. Finally, in order to evaluate the performance of the positioning system as well as the perceived utility of the position estimates from the end user’s point of view, a series of statistical parameters is discussed. Additionally, in the context of perceived utility by the end user, a parameter that measures the occurrence of abrupt changes in the position estimates is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, the indoor positioning field has experienced a very notable progress. The rise of technologies such as Bluetooth, Near Field Communication (NFC) or ultrasound, has allowed deployment costs to be reduced, increasing the research related to this field. At the same time, the way that these positioning systems are evaluated has gained more importance.

In this work, we describe a methodology for evaluating positioning systems in a predefined path and gathering the ground truth data which is used as reference in that evaluation.

The motivation of this work comes from the necessity of our research group to evaluate the performance of our positioning systems when utilized by moving end users.

Until now, the characteristics of our positioning systems have been measured using “static evaluation”. This method consists in determining a point with known coordinates as ground truth, and compare it with the position estimates obtained with the positioning system at that location, without moving. It is commonly used in some indoor positioning competitions [1]. Also, an improved version of this concept was used at the last Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation (IPIN) conference competition [2]. In the work described by Pulkkinnen and Verwijnen [3], the authors discuss about this method and propose some metrics to improve the scientific value of the evaluations, introducing interesting parameters like “environment-normalized error” or “shortest path error”.

The work presented by Schwartz, et al. [4] introduces three categories for the evaluation methods:

1) Static evaluation: described in the previous paragraph. This evaluation method can also be achieved with our proposed methodology, although it is not the main goal.

2) Dynamic evaluation with predefined geometrical paths: specific paths are defined in advance in a test field, and then followed by a person while using the positioning system under evaluation. We will refer to this person as the tester during the rest of this paper.

3) Dynamic evaluation using a reference positioning system: a positioning system with higher accuracy is used as a reference for the evaluation of the target system.

The third kind of evaluation methodology is widely used for outdoors positioning systems, using as a reference the Global Positioning System (GPS) which already present errors, typically, between 1 and 15 metres, depending on the quality of the system used and the place of measurement, or Differential GPS (DGPS) for more accurate measurements, around tens of centimetres. This method is also used indoors [4], [5], [6], although it is generally difficult or expensive to deploy. An exception can be found in the work proposed by Schmitt, et al. [7], where the authors use off-the-shelf components to build a robot able to gather the ground truth data necessary to the evaluation of a positioning system. This solution, nevertheless, presents some limitations, as the robot can not move in all surfaces, and it is not able to climb stairs.

The work described in this study lies under the second category, dynamic evaluation with predefined geometrical paths. A tester will define the ground truth from a predefined path,
while, at the same time, recording the sequence of position estimates given by the positioning system. This type of measuring offers the possibility of introducing some metrics about the trajectory, or the overall shape of the route of a moving target, as mentioned in [3]. Improving these values could result in a more natural tracking behaviour in the positioning system for the end users.

Additionally, in this paper we also discuss the way of evaluating the positioning systems, once the data has been gathered. Many studies have focused on this topic, with interesting benchmarks proposed like the EVARILOS benchmarking platform [8]. The parameters mentioned in these studies can be measured with our methodology. In another interesting work about Benchmarking Radio Frequency (RF)-based indoor localization [9], the authors focus on the reproducibility by controlling the RF interference and using a robot as a tester. Some other efforts in this direction can be found in the work done by Adler, et al. [10], where the authors offer an open virtual testbed for indoor localization.

Finally, in this work it is also highlighted the intention to measure the perceived utility from the end user's point of view. For this purpose, a new metric comparing the predefined and the estimated paths is proposed. Furthermore, we pay special attention to a parameter also considered crucial for the end user's perception of the system, which is the claimed accuracy of the position estimates. While outdoor position providers, like the GPS, provide a claimed accuracy of the position estimates, the concept is not so often discussed in indoor positioning and the related research. It is important to evaluate positioning providers not only by the quality of the position estimates that they give, but also by how representative is the accuracy that they claim for each position estimate. This parameter is extremely important in heterogeneous positioning systems which try to use the best technology available [11], [12].

In a very useful survey done by Adler, et al. [13], the authors state that a high percentage of the authors, from the last five IPIN conferences, describe their methods of ground truth data gathering poorly or they do not describe them at all. One of the main goals of the current work is to offer a clear view of the evaluation methods utilized in our lab, so that it can be used as a reference in future works of our research group, in order to back up the presented results. At the same time, we hope to contribute to the state of the art in the positioning evaluation methodologies.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II, we present the ground truth definition methodology, explaining the path creation and data recording. The position estimate evaluation is shown in Section III. In Section IV, we illustrate the process described on the paper with a detailed example. Finally, future work directions along with conclusions drawn are presented in Section V.

II. GROUND TRUTH DEFINITION

The first part of the proposed methodology consists on defining how the ground truth data are gathered. These are later used as a reference to evaluate the position estimates.

As discussed in the introduction, our method lies inside the category of dynamic evaluation with a predefined geometrical path. One of the important characteristics of the proposed method is the addition of predefined checkpoints along the path, in order to be more precise with the time in which the user walked over each stretch of the route. A high density of checkpoints makes the methodology be more accurate in time with the position of the user.

Once the procedure of defining the path is finished, the user will travel the path, recording the position estimates received, and indicating the moment he steps over every checkpoint. After gathering the estimates and the ground truth data, an evaluation of the positioning system will be possible.

A. Path creation

The first step is to create a path which simulates the route in a typical usage scenario. The created paths should also try to explore most of the coverage area of the positioning system. This path consists of a list of positions, as real world coordinates (latitude and longitude), that will be followed one after the other, and will serve as checkpoints for the testers. In order to avoid errors at this point, it is indispensable that the maps used to create the path and to estimate the position of the users have the same geographic calibration.

The minimum requirement fields for a checkpoint are latitude and longitude. Apart from these, the checkpoint can be enriched by adding other parameters that describe with more detail a position, such as altitude, floor, room, etc.

B. Data recording

The second step required, prior to the evaluation, is to record the positioning system data along the predefined path.

The application needed for this purpose is very simple. It has, as an input, the list with the checkpoints created in the previous step. Besides, it has access to the position providers that we want to evaluate, defining a position provider as the logic that transform raw sensor data into position estimates. Finally, it needs a way to enable the tester to indicate the moment he is passing over a checkpoint.

Before starting the recording, the tester should clearly identify the predefined path with clear landmarks in the real scenario. If these landmarks are not precise enough to be identified, the tester should measure the distances in the reference maps and in the real life scenario and place signs for every checkpoint, such as clear numbered labels on the ground.

In order to start recording the data, the tester must be placed over the first checkpoint. Then, he should indicate it to the application and start walking towards the second checkpoint. At the same time, the system logs the time the user began the
path and starts recording the position estimates coming from the different positioning providers that the tester selected to record, saving the timestamp of each estimate at each time. Consecutively, the application will continue logging these estimates while the user is moving, the data being recorded at all times, not only at the checkpoints. The tester should indicate again every time he steps over a checkpoint, in order to save the time when he walked over each of them, until he reaches the end of the path where the application will stop gathering information.

In between two consecutive checkpoints the tester should walk at a steady pace over the line that links both checkpoints in order to maximize the accuracy of the method. This pace can be different during different stretches of the path as long as it remains constant in every stretch.

C. Procedure example

An example of a result can be seen in Figure 1, where we have created a path going from the inside of the building Battelle A in the University of Geneva to a point outside, in the park.

![Figure 1. Example of a predefined path](image)

We desire to measure positioning algorithms programmed for Android mobile phones, so we created an Android application with two simple screens, as seen in Figure 2. In the first one, on the left, the tester can select the position providers he wants to record. Following, he will select the file containing the predefined path he wants to follow. Finally, the main interface is a screen with a button indicating the number of the next checkpoint, as shown in the right side of Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Two screenshots of our Android recording application](image)

III. POSITION ESTIMATE EVALUATION

Once the ground truth data has been gathered along with the position estimates, the evaluation of the results can be done. In this section, the different attributes of a position estimate will be described, as well as two methods to evaluate them, along with different parameters that can be evaluated with our procedure.

A. Position estimate

To begin with, it is necessary to establish the attributes that a position estimate must have in order to be suitable for evaluation. Therefore they are expected to be recorded by the position providers. These are:

- Latitude
- Longitude
- Provider name
- Timestamp

The two basic parameters that a position must have are the latitude and longitude coordinates, as they allow the identification of a specific point in the geographic coordinate system. Moreover, the name of the provider that estimated the position must be delivered, in order to give the user and the system information about the technology used. Finally, the timestamp is crucial as it allows to compare the ground truth and the estimated positions at a given time.

On top of this, a highly recommended parameter to calculate in a position provider is the claimed accuracy of the position estimate. As the position is not exact, but an estimate, it is needed to have an idea of the claimed quality of that estimate.

Additionally, the position estimate might also contain information about the altitude, the bearing of the user, etc. It can provide very useful information to record the room and the floor estimated by the position provider in order to measure the accuracy with which these are calculated. A more detailed description of the convenient properties that a position estimate can possess can be found in the work presented by Bekkelien et al. [14].

B. Ground truth linear interpolation

In order to evaluate a position provider, the position estimates will be compared with the ground truth data acquired. For this purpose, both of these data need to be known at
any particular point in time. As it is highly improbable that checkpoints of the ground truth and position estimates coincide exactly in time, interpolations from one or the other have to be created. To this end, two solutions are proposed. In both cases, the assumption made is that, when defining the ground truth using the application, the user was moving in a straight line at a steady pace between every two consecutive checkpoints.

1) Estimate updates: The first solution proposed will calculate an interpolated point in the ground truth path whenever a new position estimate is received. In order to do this, every time the algorithm processes a position estimate update, it checks its timestamp, and calculates the corresponding interpolated point in the ground truth path for this timestamp. This pair of points will later be compared in the evaluation phase. An example is shown in Figure 3, where the blue dots show the checkpoints and the time when the tester crossed them. The black triangles are the position estimates given by the position provider. Using the timestamps of those estimates, the interpolated checkpoints are created, shown as green squares, assuming a straight line and a steady pace between the two checkpoints. In this example, at the evaluation phase, the position estimates will be compared with the interpolated checkpoints created for that specific time.

This approach is useful for evaluating each position estimate at the moment they are created, and checking the logic of the algorithm that calculates the position is accurate. On the other hand, there exists a drawback with this technique, in the case that a position provider is updating the position estimates with a very low frequency, only these points will be taken into account for the statistical analysis, but they will not be representative for the whole path. For example, a user starts recording a path which is one kilometre long, and the provider only gives two position updates, one at the beginning and another one at the end, both of them very accurate. Using this method, the evaluation will later conclude that the provider is very accurate, while most of the time that the user was utilizing the position provider, it was not giving new position updates.

2) Fixed time interval: In order to better evaluate the end user’s perception of the positioning provider, a different interpolation method is proposed. In this case, the tester will choose a fixed time interval (T). Then, the system will create an interpolated point in the ground truth periodically every T (0,T,2T, 3T,..), including the beginning and the end of the path. These points will be compared to the most recent position estimate received at the corresponding timestamp. The shortest the time interval is, the more precise the evaluation will be, but it will proportionally increment the processing time. This method copes with the limitation of the first algorithm, as it compares the position of the tester very frequently with the estimates. Figure 4 shows an example of this procedure. As before, the blue dots show the checkpoints and the time when they were created. The black triangles are the position estimates given by the position provider. The green squares are the interpolated checkpoints created every T=0.25s, assuming a straight line and a steady pace between checkpoints. In this case, the interpolated checkpoints at t=1.25s and t=1.5 will be compared with the position estimate at t=1.25, while the interpolated checkpoint at t=1.75s and the checkpoint at t=2s will be compared with the estimate at t=1.75s.

C. Data evaluation

Finally, regardless of the interpolation method used, some parameters must be chosen for the evaluation of a given provider. Keeping in mind the evaluation of the end user experience we have chosen the following:

Euclidean distance error: The most popular way to evaluate a positioning system is stating the average error committed between the estimated position and the real one. Using the proposed methodology, the errors are calculated individually for every interpolated checkpoint. Therefore many common statistical parameters can be calculated with this procedure, such as:

- Mean
- Median
- 75th percentile
- Standard deviation
- Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
**Time to first fix:** It is also important to indicate the time it takes for a position provider to give the first position estimate since its initialisation.

**Accuracy estimation evaluation:** The accuracy estimation (AE) is another key parameter for perceived utility of the position estimates by the end user. This value can be described as the radius of p% confidence of the position, where p should be described by each provider. As an example, this value is claimed to be 68% in Android position providers, while in many GPS cases is common to utilize 95%. In other words, if a circle centred at the position estimate’s latitude and longitude is drawn, and with a radius equal to the accuracy estimation, then there is a p% probability that the true position is inside the circle. The accuracy estimation provides to the end user a degree of certainty over the position estimate received.

In the method presented in this study we attempt to have a better characterisation of the accuracy estimation by evaluating its precision during the recorded path. Using the proposed methodology, we can empirically measure p by calculating the percentage of ground truth positions inside the radius indicated by the accuracy estimation.

**Travelled distance ratio:** One of the most unpleasant effects for an end user when utilising a positioning system is visualising constant abrupt changes in the estimated position, as it does not transmit a feeling of continuity when walking. In order to evaluate this effect we introduce the concept of travelled distance ratio (TDR), which is defined as the ratio of the total distance from the estimated path, divided by the distance defined by the predefined path.

Ideally, this ratio should be one if the estimates were exact, as both distances would be the same. However, when abrupt changes appear, they generally deviate from the line followed by the user or go back and forward from the real position. This makes the total distance travelled by the estimated route longer than the ground truth one and, therefore, the TDR is higher than one. We consider the positioning system provides a better user experience when this ratio is closer to one. Figure 5 shows an example of a real path, in the upper part in red, and an estimated path, lower part in blue. In this case, the estimated path is twice as long as the real, therefore the TDR would be 2.

**Room accuracy:** It is given by the ration between the number of correct detections of the room in the position estimates divided by the total number of estimates. Some indoor positioning providers are able to estimate the room the end user is inside of. If this parameter is added when defining the ground truth path, the accuracy of the provider when estimating the room can be calculated.

**Floor accuracy:** It is given by the ration between the number of correct detections of the floor in the position estimates divided by the total number of estimates. Similarly to the room accuracy, a position provider can estimate the altitude or the floor of the position evaluation, analysing the accuracy of this estimation can allow the end user to trust the veracity of this information or not.

**Use case example**

In this section, we show an example of the full process using the proposed methodology in a real life scenario, where we desired to evaluate our positioning system in an already deployed infrastructure of Bluetooth low energy beacons, in an underground parking area. The logic of the position provider is described in the work presented by Anagnostopoulos et al. [15].

As described, the first step is to geolocalise the map of the area and create a predefined path for the tester to follow. The path is created trying to imitate how the positioning system could be used, or trying to explore a certain behaviour of it in a specific situation. We used as landmarks the lines painted on the ground for the parking spaces. The result of this procedure is shown in Figure 6.

The following step is to walk over the checkpoints, trying to maintain a steady pace and walk along the predefined path. At the same time, the position estimates given by our Bluetooth position provider are being recorded. The estimated path is shown in Figure 7.

In order to better exemplify the meaning of the statistical parameters, we also recorded, at the same time, an additional version of the same position provider. This provider performs a filter over the position estimates. In this way it smooths the variations of the position estimates in order to offer a better experience to the end user. The result of this recording is shown in Figure 8.

Once the recording step is completed, we proceed to the evaluation. For this purpose, we need to obtain the pairs of interpolated ground truth positions and position estimates for specific timestamps. In this case, we have used the fixed time interval method with a value of 250 ms.

Finally, we analyse the data recorded to extract some of the statistical parameters described in Section III. These data are shown in Table I.

It can be observed how the travelled distance ratio, has a value much closer to 1 in the case of the position provider that uses filtering techniques, and avoids abrupt changes in the position estimates. It is hard to predict the end user’s
experience, certainly subjective. In our experience, a TDR closer to 1 corresponds to a better perceived utility of the positioning system for the end user. A clear example can be seen comparing Figures 7 and 8. The data also show how the accuracy of the filtered provider is better than the one without it. In this case, better accuracy coincides with a better value for the TDR but this does not necessarily imply a correlation between the two. For example, there might exist the case where the position estimates are continuously calculated with the same error, higher than with another provider, but this error is always constant and in the same direction, so it still gives a pleasant experience to the end user.

We can also see how the accuracy estimation $p\%$ is higher in the provider using the filter. Which allows the final user to be more certain that the position estimate he is receiving is inside the radius given by the accuracy estimation.

In this scenario, the room or floor accuracy mentioned in Section III were not considered as all the positioning system was deployed in one big area in the same floor.

### TABLE I. STATISTICAL PARAMETERS FOR TWO POSITION PROVIDERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bluetooth LE</th>
<th>Bluetooth LE Filtered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean error</td>
<td>5.88 m</td>
<td>4.71 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median error</td>
<td>5.525 m</td>
<td>4.468 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to first fix</td>
<td>1.5 s</td>
<td>1.5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE $p%$</td>
<td>86.99%</td>
<td>93.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR</td>
<td>2.94 m</td>
<td>1.52 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a methodology for evaluating positioning systems and defining the ground truth for such evaluation. The lack of a standardised evaluation procedure is a common issue in the positioning community [13]. We covered this need in our research team with the proposed methodology, which we have already tested in some existing deployments, as the example showed in this work. The method is based on creating a predefined path marking checkpoints on a map where the positioning system is deployed. After doing so, a tester records the position estimates at the same time as he walks over the checkpoints and records, by indicating it to an application, the moment he steps over them. The paths can simulate many different usage scenarios and the more checkpoints used, the more precise the ground truth definition will be.

Following the data gathering, two methods of interpolating the points from the reference path are introduced, indicating the advantages of both of them, remarking that if it is desired to better evaluate the experience of an end user, a fixed time interval interpolation is recommended.

Finally, several statistical parameters are recommended to be used for evaluating the performance of the positioning system as well as the experience of an end user. In this aspect, we propose the parameter TDR, which indicates if the position estimates change abruptly. This parameter is calculated by
it is possible to record all the Bluetooth signals received, while walking the path. For example, if using a smartphone, record also all kinds of raw data available for the device used for data gathering and, when recording the position estimates, group. It simplifies the reproducibility problem and allows the methodology presented in this study has a very straightforward positioning algorithms, as it has also been our case. The amount of time walking over the same areas testing their many positioning research groups have spent a significant amount of data set in order to have consistent comparisons. Additionally, the improvement of an algorithm over time can be tested consistently.
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